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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The Ebola crisis continued to ease significantly during the 

reporting period, dropping from an average of 30 confirmed 

cases per week during the last three weeks of Quarter 4, to only 

43 confirmed cases during all of Quarter 1, with a peak of eight 

cases in one week.1 At the close of the quarter, the WHO 

reported a total of 9,712 cases and 4,332 deaths in Liberia since 

March, 2014. Improved behavior messaging regarding 

transmission and prevention increased capacity of partners and 

the Government of Liberia (GOL) to conduct contact tracing, 

active case search and safe and dignified burials, all of which 

were instrumental in the reduction of cases.  

ALERT supported the GOL’s Ebola response this quarter by 

adapting to constantly changing priorities and needs and 

continuing to support existing structures and all 15 County 

Health Teams (CHTs). Social mobilization activities continued 

in 12 counties and to spread messaging to previously hostile communities and bush schools by engaging 

traditional leaders from each county and district. Global Communities maintained responsive support for burial 

and disinfection teams based on need – managing up to 62 burial and 55 disinfection teams (completing 1,577 

safe and dignified burials) in all 15 counties, providing 25 ambulances, and shifting contact tracing activities to 

active case search surveillance as cases decreased. The Disco Hill safe burial site increased operations, with 691 

burials completed during the quarter.    

1. PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The objective of the ALERT program is to ensure a maximum level of community preparedness for and 

responsiveness to Ebola exposure. The program supports effective outreach, education, messaging, and the 

availability of critical health care workers, burial teams and community-based structures to mitigate the risk of 

further Ebola transmission. Global Communities currently accomplishes this through engagement in three 

technical areas: social mobilization, case detection and case management. ALERT builds on existing structures 

within the Liberian government and traditional leadership to promote local capacity development and ownership 

of Ebola response programming. During this quarter, ALERT’s focus shifted from massive emergency response 

to targeting the remaining cases of Ebola and preventing reinfection. 

2. PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 

ALERT maintained social mobilization activities and burial team/dead body management support in all 15 

counties, while expanding logistical support to collect and transport swabs to test dead bodies for Ebola. ALERT 

also significantly increased the focus on surveillance in the five counties bordering Sierra Leone and Guinea. 

Global Communities on-boarded three new expatriate key staff (two logistics managers and one logistics officer) 

and one local security coordinator. During the reporting period, Global Communities also procured 25 Suzuki 

Motorbikes and 94 automobiles, all sourced in Liberia from Liberian suppliers. Global Communities prefers to 

purchase U.S.-manufactured vehicles, in accordance with 22 CFR 228.19. However, the need for vehicles to 

support program activities was urgent, and U.S.-manufactured cars are not available in Liberia. 

                                                 
1 WHO Ebola Response Roadmap, Situation Report, Apr. 1, 2015. 

Highlights this Quarter 

 Near elimination of new Ebola cases, increase 

in safer hygiene practices, virus awareness and 

community cooperation with burial teams and 

contact tracers 

 Contact tracing and active case search ongoing 

in eight counties  

 Ambulance services increased to 25 rigs 

 Safe burial coverage nationwide with 62 burial 

and 55 disinfection teams 

 Disco Hill safe burial site: 691 burials this 

quarter (756 to date) 

 Engagement of over 200 traditional leaders to 

spread behavior change messaging and halt 

dangerous bush school practices  
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3. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 

Through flexible, community-focused programming, Global Communities remained committed to addressing 

critical needs in Liberia’s Ebola response across all counties. Figure 1 outlines ALERT response areas this quarter. 

Figure 1: Quarter 1 Ebola Response Overview 

Response Pillar Activity Type Counties Active 

Social mobilization Community meetings and dialogue sessions, 

hygiene material supply and training, follow-

up community meetings, traditional leader 

interventions, cross-border engagement, 

border surveillance 

Bong, Grand Cape Mount, Grand Bassa, Gbarpolu, 

Grand Gedeh, Grand Kru, Lofa, Maryland, Nimba, 

Rivercess, River Gee, Sinoe 

Case detection Continued contact tracing; shift in focus to 

active case search and surveillance in border 

communities as cases declined 

Bomi, Bong, Gbarpolu, Grand Cape Mount, Lofa, 

Margibi, Rivercess, Sinoe 

Case management Continued dead body management (burial and 

disinfection teams, ambulance support, safe 

and dignified burials, safe burial site); burial 

teams shift to other activities as appropriate 

All counties 

3.1 Social Mobilization 

Global Communities continued to support Community Meeting and Dialogue Sessions (CMDS) to engage 

community members and leaders in Ebola prevention education and messaging. As cases decreased, fewer CMDS 

were held and focused on addressing remaining negative feelings in previously hostile Ebola hotspots. In 

Gbarpolu these sessions helped communities bordering Geleyansiasu resolve differences and begin moving 

forward despite their distrust toward burial teams and fear of living near a hotspot. District Health Officers (DHO), 

District Commissioners, chiefs and religious leaders also attended CMDS focusing on Ebola awareness, 

acceptance of burial teams and vigilance in reporting cases. This quarter, ALERT supported 23 dialogue sessions 

with 1,937 total attendees representing 462 communities.   

Global Communities continues to recognize the significance of traditional leadership in social mobilization 

activities. By remaining closely engaged with traditional leaders and working with them to spread messages, 

Global Communities was able to maintain credibility and trust in program communities while also gaining access 

to previously hostile or difficult areas. For example, a group from the National Council of Chiefs and Elders, 

headed by Chief Kofi, visited ten communities in Jedea and Jedepo Districts of Sinoe to engage community-level 

traditional leaders in active surveillance. They also focused on addressing denial of EVD among traditional people 

in general and received positive feedback from the communities. 

This quarter Global Communities launched the Special Traditional and Cultural Engagement (STACE) Initiative 

which supported chiefs to meet with bush school spiritual leaders, called zoes and encourage them to halt 

traditional activities that increase the risk of EVD transmission. Bush schools, an integral part of traditional 

Liberian society, prepare young people for adulthood through secret initiations and rituals that can support EVD 

transmission. Many district-level zoes were previously disengaged with Ebola prevention. As a result, the 

National Council of Chiefs and Elders – the only authority able to regulate bush schools’ activities – urged zoes 

to take an active role in leading traditional populations toward increased prevention measures. Over the course of 

two months, Global Communities supported STACE Initiative conferences in all 15 counties. Leaders promoted 

key messages including further emphasis on the importance of not touching dead bodies, halting high-risk bush 

school activities (scarring and circumcision as a means of initiation, for example), seeking medical treatment for 
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the sick and reporting suspected cases to local health authorities immediately. Many chiefs declared a suspension 

of bush school activities and were enthusiastic to continue promoting preventative behaviors. Zoes were generally 

receptive to messages from the National Council of Chiefs and Elders and agreed to adhere to Ministry of Health 

(MOH) prevention standards. Annex A provides a detailed overview of the STACE Initiative. 

After opening the Disco Hill safe burial site in late 2014 to provide a place for families to mourn and respectfully 

honor the dead, some communities were still unclear on the site’s operations and fearful of its safety. In order to 

assuage fears and gain acceptance, Global Communities hosted nine community leaders from the West Point and 

Bushrod Island neighborhoods of Monrovia to tour and learn about the site (see Annex B). Leaders were 

encouraged to relay positive messages about the site to their constituents to ensure that communities in areas 

hardest-hit by Ebola understood how the safe burial site operates. Leaders returned to their respective 

neighborhoods and shared this information with community members through photos and dialogue to answer 

common questions and quell fears. As such, communities have grown much more comfortable with Disco Hill, 

and Global Communities hosted two additional significant events there this quarter: the transfer of ashes from the 

Government of Liberia’s crematorium and Decoration Day. These provided opportunities for loved ones to honor 

the deceased and those cremated during the Government of Liberia’s cremation mandate (see Annex C).   

3.2 Case Detection 

As with last quarter, the health environment continued to change in terms of the number and location of cases as 

well as specific needs of the CHTs. In light of this, Global Communities, responded accordingly and adapted to 

the situation on the ground. With the country closer to reaching the goal of zero confirmed cases during this 

reporting period, the number of contacts decreased sharply from last quarter. As such, Global Communities 

continued to pivot toward more needed areas of intervention such as active case search to identify all cases, 

reported or otherwise, and more active alert-based systems to help keep new cases from crossing the border. As 

a result, case detection evolved significantly over the quarter from contact tracing to active case search and finally 

to community-based surveillance in March, especially in the border regions. During the first half of the quarter 

Global Communities continued contact tracing in Grand Cape Mount, Margibi, Lofa, Sinoe and Rivercess. 

Contact tracers in Bong had already shifted activities to active case search and as cases continued to decline and 

the number of contacts approached zero, all contact tracers eventually shifted to focus on active case search to 

ensure no case went unreported.  

Global Communities worked closely with the CHTs to train and build the capacity of active case searchers. In 

March, contact tracers and General Community Health Volunteers (gCHVs) in Grand Cape Mount, Gbarpolu, 

Nimba, Lofa and Bong were deployed and received support from Global Communities to conduct active case 

search and EVD surveillance in communities along the borders with Sierra Leone and Guinea. This quarter, 

ALERT supported more than 600 contact tracers/active case searchers with training, screening materials 

(thermoflash, ledgers), safety gear, incentives, as well as motorcycle and vehicle use for County Surveillance 

Officers to monitor contact tracing and surveillance activities.  

3.3 Case Management 

Case management remained a significant area of engagement for ALERT this quarter, especially with Dead Body 

Management (DBM) activities including safe and dignified burials in communities and at Disco Hill, body pickup, 

swab specimen collection and transport as well as ambulance provision and support. Global Communities 

conducted a total of 29 initial and refresher trainings for 375 burial and disinfection team personnel and 

maintained burial and disinfection team coverage in all 15 counties to ensure that all bodies – regardless of cause 

of death – were handled and buried safely. As many as 62 burial teams and 55 disinfection teams were deployed 

during the reporting period. Global Communities maintained support to ambulance services to transport the sick 
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to medical facilities and provided and staffed as many as 25 ambulances. To respond to evolving county needs, 

DBM support remained flexible as teams fluctuated and shifted to different counties as needed. 

In Montserrado County, Global Communities increased burial team coverage from six to 17 and maintained seven 

disinfection teams under the OFDA-funded Montserrado Ebola Prevention and Response program. IFRC 

maintains 12 burial teams in Montserrado, but will phase out of the country beginning May 1, at which point 

Global Communities will support 100% of burial teams in Liberia.  Global Communities held ongoing discussions 

with CHTs this quarter to plan for a phase-down of its own burial and disinfection teams outside of Montserrado, 

in preparation for  a shift to other activities (community and border surveillance, hygiene promotion and education 

and CLTS) as needed.    

Working with CDC, MOH and the DBM Cluster, ALERT increased oral swab collection capacity and transport 

capabilities by distributing swabs, training burial teams in swab collection, and deploying nine vehicles outside 

of Montserrado. These efforts allowed test swabs from burials teams and health facilities across the country to 

reach labs in Grand Cape Mount, Margibi, Nimba and Bong. As burial teams phase out in the counties, Global 

Communities is planning to work with funeral homes to collect swabs and conduct safe burials in the future.    

The Disco Hill safe burial site increased operations, burying a 691 individuals during the reporting period. 

Overall, families of the deceased continue to be satisfied with the site’s operations and the quality of service 

provided.  Global Communities also began initial conversations with key officials in MOH’s Division of 

Environmental and Occupational Health to discuss the issue of transitioning Disco Hill’s operations to relevant 

stakeholders. Planning will continue into the next quarter. However, until a comprehensive strategy is agreed 

upon and implemented, Disco Hill remains staffed and operated by Global Communities. 

3.4 Other Components  

As borders opened this quarter, Global Communities increased its presence in the regions of Bong, Nimba, Lofa, 

Gbarpolu and Grand Cape Mount in preparation for border surveillance activities in anticipation of the fourth cost 

modification. Over 250 border communities have been identified in the five counties for community-based 

surveillance and CLTS activities. Global Communities also supported orientations on Community Event-Based 

Surveillance (CEBS) this quarter in collaboration with CDC, IOM and WHO in Grand Cape Mount and Nimba 

Counties to train community members and leaders to identify and report suspicious activities and rumors that may 

suggest Ebola has entered their community. In coordination with MOH, MIA, joint security and IOM, Global 

Communities installed screening and triage stations at three formal border checkpoints in Grand Cape Mount, 

three in Bong and two in Nimba.  

Finally, by engaging with traditional leaders, district- and county-level officials and international partners, Global 

Communities has supported cross-border dialogue sessions in Nongoa and Lola (see Annex D), Guinea, as well 

as in Bong, Nimba and Lofa. Additional meetings are ongoing as both countries develop coordinated cross-border 

strategies and more robust border monitoring systems.   

4. PROGRAM RESULTS AGAINST INDICATORS  

DBM showed the most significant programmatic results this quarter. Almost 400 individuals received burial and 

disinfection training and ALERT supported a total of 1,577 burials (3,867 to date) in all 15 counties with over 94 

percent of burials completed within one day of death. At Disco Hill, ALERT supported 218 individuals through 

short-term cash for work activities. ALERT also extended support to an additional 267 contact tracers in Grand 

Cape Mount t to identify potential EVD cases.   
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After close data investigation, Global Communities is now only reporting on burials it supported directly. 

Therefore, no IFRC burials are reported on except those that occur at Disco Hill and those that were conducted 

during October 2014, when Global Communities provided vehicle and fuel support. Burials conducted in 

Montserrado County by Global Communities outside of Disco Hill are not included in this report’s data as these 

are funded by the Montserrado Ebola Prevention and Response Program. As a result, a significant amount of 

duplicates were also removed from the LOP DMB data.  

Engaging traditional leaders in Ebola prevention and behavior change messaging also provide strong results for 

ALERT this quarter. Through outreach activities such as the STACE initiative, Global Communities worked with 

all 30 county-level traditional leaders (one male and female for each county) and all 178 district-level traditional 

leaders (one male and female for each district). Although ALERT only supported 23 CMDS sessions this quarter, 

its work with traditional leadership allowed for equally effective program messaging and communication. CMDS 

data was adjusted to remove over 2,000 duplicates from last quarter’s meeting attendee numbers. 

As stated last quarter, baseline data was not always applicable, and much activity was zero before the outbreak. 

Additionally, Global Communities set few specific targets, as higher targets would indicate high infections, and 

the rate of disease spread remained unpredictable. See Annex E for a table of program results against indicators 

and more specific results and achievements related to community health education/behavior change, 

communicable disease prevention and medical commodities provision.  

5. LESSONS LEARNED AND CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED 

Shifting Program Needs – This quarter, Global Communities faced the added challenge of balancing three 

competing and evolving priorities: managing an emergency response to quickly stop the spread of Ebola; 

implementing sustainable Ebola prevention measures to ensure infection does not return and; restoring normal 

health systems and functions that are prepared for other health-related emergencies. Keeping an emergency 

response infrastructure intact while being asked by other stakeholders and government partners to restore regular 

systems without reducing the efficacy of either required flexibility and efficient use of human resources. 

Remaining engaged with Environmental Health Technicians (EHTs) throughout this process, Global 

Communities adapted the program to shift EHTs into other health activities besides DBM. Global Communities 

worked with the Division of Environmental and Occupational Health to ensure that EHTs took part in 

surveillance, overall health system strengthening and disease prevention.  

Importance of Engaging Religious and Traditional Leaders – Community trust and denial of EVD’s existence in 

traditional populations remained challenges. Traditional and religious leaders – including zoes – are often 

overlooked in emergency response and health sector work but they remain an entrenched part of Liberian society. 

Recognizing that traditional and religious leaders comprise the most trusted network in many areas of Liberia, 

Global Communities was able to leverage their relationships across the national and community level to spread 

effective health and prevention messaging. This network engagement was critical for further outreach and 

development of Disco Hill, continuing safe burials in the communities, cross-border coordination, halting bush 

school practices and training communities in health surveillance and reporting. Global Communities will continue 

using these relationships, especially for rollout of CLTS and surveillance in border communities.  

Data Collection – With ALERT being such a fast-moving program that responds to many priorities and needs, 

ensuring quality data collection and management has been a challenge throughout program implementation. 

Collecting accurate numbers and guaranteeing timely reporting structures for safe burial data for the entire country 

is the greatest example of this challenge. After working for two weeks with auditors from the Regional Inspector 

General (RIG) this quarter, Global Communities made adjustments to reporting mechanisms and more accurately 

defined certain indicators regarding burials and social mobilization activities. Global Communities remains 
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dedicated to accurate reporting and has worked closely with each CHT Data Officer as well as internal M&E staff 

to implement solid data collection and scrubbing systems. This process will continue through the next quarter as 

Global Communities plans to onboard an M&E Manager based in Monrovia to ensure a high level of data 

collection and program indicator reporting.        

Fleet Management – Global Communities’ fleet grew significantly this quarter from 69 to 163 automobiles. While 

this growth improved logistical capability and reach, it also presented challenges in terms of maintenance, care 

and management. Two vehicles were stolen this quarter from the Monrovia office and Global Communities 

responded by placing GPS tracking devices in all vehicles. Additionally, Global Communities developed a more 

rigorous driver training manual and internal program to review vehicle guidelines and educate drivers on 

responsible asset use and care. These polices added a layer of security but also allowed Global Communities to 

track use and allow for more efficient vehicle allocation and distribution in response to evolving program needs.        

6. PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR 2015 QUARTER 2 

As zero Ebola in Liberia becomes a reality, Global Communities will continue to shift programming from 

response to recovery while remaining closely engaged with EHTs and MOH and coordinating with other local 

and international partners. This reporting period, Global Communities submitted a six-month $11.9-million cost 

modification. Upon approval, will extend ALERT to October 31, 2015, increasing the total program size to $32 

million and shifting the program focus to include community-based surveillance and Community Led Total 

Sanitation (CLTS) in the border communities of five counties.    

Community-Based Border Surveillance – Global Communities will distribute screening materials (thermoflash, 

ledgers and hand washing stations) to identified border communities in five counties and will train community 

focal persons (gCHVs, town chiefs, Natural Leaders, etc.) in surveillance standard operating procedures, 

including Community Event-Based Surveillance (CEBS). Global Communities will monitor communities to 

ensure procedures are followed and suspected cases and/or triggers are identified and reported through the proper 

channels of the formal health system. Finally, Global Communities will continue to increase support of formal 

border checkpoints until the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization and MOH are able to fully assume these 

responsibilities.     

Community Led Total Sanitation – As an exit strategy, Global Communities will also trigger the same identified 

border communities in CLTS. Building on its modified methodology from IWASH, Global Communities will 

connect border surveillance with CLTS, while integrating Natural Leaders into the surveillance process. As a 

result, CLTS and border surveillance will serve as complementary activities. CLTS will help prevent infection 

within communities while also improving surveillance as community cooperation improves. In addition, 

communities will be encouraged to trigger other communities across the border, thus creating an extra layer of 

protection against infection while also strengthening surveillance coordination relationships.  
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ANNEX A: PREVENTING EBOLA IN LIBERIA’S SECRET BUSH SCHOOLS 

 

Voinjama, Liberia – As Liberia continues to make gains in the 

fight against Ebola, Global Communities is partnering with 

traditional leaders to hunt down remaining infection threats in 

one of the most secretive institutions in the country. 

“Bush schools” teach behaviors and rituals that prepare youth 

for adulthood within traditional Liberian society. On Jan. 19, 

Global Communities launched a national Special Traditional 

and Cultural Engagement initiative to encourage traditional 

leaders at bush schools to engage in Ebola prevention. 

“The goal is to stop traditional practices at these schools for 

now, because some practices support Ebola transmission,” 

said Global Communities Country Director Pieter deVries. 

Reuters reports that each year, thousands of youth leave home 

to attend bush schools – forest camps run by zoes (spiritual 

leaders) where they are initiated into secret societies 

called poros for boys and sandes for girls. 

Health messaging has permeated much of the country, 

but WHO officials remain concerned that the last cases 

of Ebola infection and transmission will be the most 

difficult to reach. Practices in bush schools are not often 

discussed, but are said to include male and female 

circumcision as a means of initiation and other activities 

that could promote Ebola transmission. Potential Ebola 

cases would likely remain unknown to health officials 

due to the secretive nature of the rituals. To reach bush 

schools, it is necessary to engage traditional leadership. 

The Special Traditional and Cultural Engagement 

initiative, a component of Global Communities’ 

ongoing USAID-funded Assisting Liberians with 

 
Natural Leaders gather outside the Voinjama city hall 

prior to the launch of Global Communities’ Special 

Traditional and Cultural Engagement initiative on Jan. 

19. Natural Leaders are community members who 

helped their villages become open defecation free 

(ODF) as part of Global Communities’ USAID-funded 

Improved Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (IWASH) 

program prior to the Ebola outbreak. Open defecation 

free IWASH communities reported no cases of Ebola, 

even in some of the hardest-hit counties. 
 

 

 

 
Traditional leaders gather with Global Communities Country 

Director Pieter deVries in a formal welcome, which included 

the passing of a chicken and sharing of kola nuts. 
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Education to Reduce Transmission (ALERT) program, 

will help chiefs encourage bush school leaders to halt 

practices while Ebola remains a threat. 

Since the beginning of the outbreak, Global 

Communities has worked closely with traditional 

leaders to spread preventative health messaging. 

“These leaders play a leading role in community 

meetings and dialogue sessions, particularly in remote 

communities and those with high levels of Ebola 

denial,” said Global Communities Environmental 

Health Advisor George Woryonwon. 

In the case of bush schools, Liberia’s traditional 

authority, the National Council of Chiefs and Elders, is 

the only entity with the ability to monitor their activity, 

and traditional leaders are the only individuals to gain 

access. “There is ongoing secrecy there. Non-members cannot go,” said Woryonwon. 

To ensure that Ebola messaging reaches the schools, Global Communities will work directly with the Council by 

providing logistical and coordination support. Traditional leaders will take the lead and directly engage the 

schools. 

“We are in partnership with Global Communities to spread awareness,” said Setta Fofana Saah, National 

Coordinator for the Council of Chiefs and Elders. “Traditional people are very innocent to Ebola. It is important 

to come together to teach them and solve this problem.” 

The initiative kicked off at Lofa County’s Voinjama city hall with a celebration attended by some 150 community 

members, government officials, NGO representatives and 18 chiefs representing all of Liberia’s 15 counties. The 

event included song and dance, a traditional welcoming and launch ceremony and speeches by Global 

Communities leadership, representatives of various government agencies and Chief Zanzan Karwa, chairman of 

the National Council of Chiefs and Elders and the highest chief in Liberia. 

“All the zoes, listen to me,” said Zanzan Karwa. “We can teach you about Ebola. Let Ebola leave this country.” 

Chief Zanzan Karwa formally launched the program, calling all zoes to suspend activities until Liberia is declared 

Ebola-free.  

Following the launch, chiefs broke into six teams, which also included Global Communities and Ministry of 

Health representatives, and deployed across the country. They will spend the next month traveling to remote 

communities – often by foot – to meet with zoes and work to put an end to one of Liberia’s remaining Ebola 

transmission threats. 

  

 
Chief Zanzan Karwa, chairman of the National Council of 

Chiefs and Elders and the highest chief in Liberia, calls on 

other chiefs to actively engage in Ebola prevention. 
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ANNEX B: “HONOR THE DEAD” AT DISCO HILL COMMUNITY LEADERS VISIT 

TO QUELL FEARS, PROMOTE SAFE BURIALS 

Disco Hill, Liberia – There were two important questions 

on the minds of community leaders when they visited the 

Disco Hill safe burial site: Will families be able to visit 

the site to pay respect to their deceased loved ones? And 

will they be safe? The answer to both questions is yes.  

The goal of the site is to provide a designated and 

accessible place for families to mourn the dead. Disease-

prevention measures are followed scrupulously to ensure 

visitors are at no risk of infection. Disco Hill is a 

government-owned, USAID-funded safe burial site 

operated by U.S.-based nonprofit Global Communities. 

The site was developed to provide an alternative to 

Montserrado County’s controversial and offensive 

cremation policy, which was instituted as a response to 

the Ebola crisis. Since its opening in late 2014, more than 350 deceased – both Ebola and non-Ebola cases – have 

received safe, dignified burials at Disco Hill.   

On Feb. 5, a group of community leaders representing neighborhoods with some of Monrovia’s highest Ebola 

caseloads visited the site to better understand its procedures and relay information back to their communities. 

“It is a critical thing to come here and see the area. We need 

to continue to spread the message. Ebola still exists, and we 

still need to do safe, proper burials,” said West Point District 

Commissioner Sampson Nyan. Recently posted in West Point 

two months ago, he is eager to eradicate Ebola from his 

jurisdiction. “By coming here, we can tell our people that this 

place is real, that their loved ones won’t be taken to some 

unknown place,” he said. 

West Point, Monrovia’s worst slum, was quarantined in 

August, a directive that resulted in rioting and suspicion 

around Ebola prevention programming. This suspicion 

remains a challenge in eradicating the virus from the country 

– many Monrovia communities maintain resistance to safe 

burials and the burial teams that collect them. They fear the 

bodies of their loved ones will be sold, abused or thrown 

away.  

Nine community leaders including a governor, deputy 

governor and two district commissioners toured Disco Hill with Global Communities Environmental Health 

Advisor George Woryonwon, who explained the burial process and the overall operations of the site.  

“These people are important in the issue of safe and dignified burials,” said Woryonwon of the leaders. “They 

represent areas with some of the highest populations and public health risks. We need them to go back to their 

communities and help break the cycle of transmission that occurs with unsafe burials.” 

 
Government officials from some of Monrovia’s most 

Ebola-devastated neighborhoods view a freshly dug 

grave at the Disco Hill safe burial site.  

 
All burials are treated with equal care and dignity – 

whether the deceased is accompanied by a mourning 

family or remains unidentified. Families can request 

that particular religious or traditional burial rituals be 

carried out, as long as they are in line with safe burial 

standards.  
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The group visited the family gathering area, administrative tents, Muslim 

and Christian burial grounds and newly-added cold-storage morgue as well 

as a disinfection site and incinerator for potentially contaminated waste.  

“I didn’t really know about the different areas and why it was set up the way 

it was,” said Williamette Goding, District Commissioner for Bushrod 

Island. “Now I’ve seen the areas where families can gather and visit. I see 

they can still come back later to visit the grave. It’s a good use of space.” 

Disco Hill maintains strict segregation between visitor areas and places 

where bodies are stored or prepared for burial. A “red zone,” marked by 

Ebola treatment unit-style orange fencing designates areas off-limits to 

those without personal protective equipment, and an assigned team operates 

the on-site incinerator.  

“At this time, all burials are treated as Ebola burials. This reduces the chance 

of error in a false-negative Ebola test,” Woryonwon explained to the group. 

“We need families to always call the burial teams for a safe burial. If we do 

that, we could reach that zero we’re looking for,” he added, referencing the 

push for a zero-Ebola case Liberia. 

Located about 45 

minutes outside of 

Monrovia in Margibi County, the 25-acre site was 

purchased by the Government of Liberia from the Disco 

Hill community. A visiting representative expressed 

concern about the impact of the site on the neighboring 

community. 

“The site employs about 180 local workers,” Woryonwon 

said. “Global Communities has partnered with the 

community to assist with water and education needs.” 

Management of the site, now headed by Global 

Communities through USAID support, will eventually 

transition to government oversight.  

 

“That is why you are here,” Woryonwon said to the executive branch-appointed representatives as they cautiously 

navigated around a row of new, empty graves. “All the way here, this is your land,” he said, gesturing to the site. 

“We want your engagement in how this place will look, we want you to be a part of its development and success.” 

A few paces behind the group, Governor Alice Weah of New Kru Town inched closer to a fresh grave. Peering 

over, she gingerly snapped a photo with her phone. Nearby, her deputy governor took detailed notes so he could 

accurately recount the process to his constituents.   

Weah plans to call a New Kru Town-wide meeting to show her photos and share her experience. “I’m going to 

tell them not to be afraid to call the burial team. I have been here, I have seen the place,” she said. “Here, they 

can come to appreciate, love and honor the dead.” 

  

 
A local Disco Hill employee prepares a grave on the 

Christian side of the burial ground. 

 
Governor Alice Weah of New Kru 

Town prepares to take a photo of a 

new grave at Disco Hill. 
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ANNEX C: LIBERIA HONORS CREMATED EBOLA VICTIMS 

Disco Hill, Liberia – A solemn line of more than 100 

traditional chiefs, religious leaders, choir members and 

cemetery workers walked slowly alongside a row of 

pickup trucks. An uncommon site on the newly 

constructed road to the Disco Hill safe burial site near 

Monrovia, the group processed with the ashes of about 

3,000 Ebola victims who were cremated during the 

height of Liberia’s outbreak.  

Over the past several weeks, the U.S.-based nonprofit 

Global Communities has worked closely with 

traditional and religious leaders and the Liberian 

Ministry of Health to devise a plan to provide a 

dignified temporary resting place for the ashes.  

“Today we will show concern and appreciate the safe 

burial site,” said Setta Fofana Saah, national 

coordinator for the Council of Chiefs and Elders – 

Liberia’s traditional authority.  

“We went to the crematorium site, and everyone shed 

tears. It was so frustrating to see how people who died 

from the disease were burnt – it is not in our culture,” 

she said. “Here, we come to see that they will be in a 

safe area. It is a blessing and brings some relief to us as 

traditional leaders, and we embrace that.” 

The process to move the ashes spanned several days, 

and traditional leaders first conducted a private 

ceremony at the crematorium last week to ask ancestors 

for forgiveness for the Government of Liberia 

cremation mandate and to ask for intercession in the 

successful transfer of the ashes to their resting place. 

The transfer seeks to provide some closure for families 

traumatized by the hasty cremation of their loved ones 

– a controversial government policy that sought to rapidly remove contagious corpses from communities but 

resulted in rushed, undocumented cremations.  

After the private ceremony at the crematorium, some 30 traditional leaders visited Disco Hill to perform 

traditional rites and to inspect the site where the ashes will be interred until the Government of Liberia constructs 

a national memorial sometime in the future. The ceremony also included singing, prayer and drumming and 

dancing by traditional performers.  

Following the traditional ceremonies on Friday, ashes were transferred Saturday. Traditional and religious leaders 

gathered at the country’s only crematorium where the ashes have been stored since late 2014. They prayed for 

those who lost their lives to the virus as well as the crematorium workers tasked with the gruesome job of burning 

thousands of bodies with insufficient training or equipment.  

 
Chief Zanzan Karwa (center), chairman of the National 

Council of Chiefs and Elders, leads a group of traditional 

leaders processing with the ashes of some 3,000 Ebola 

vicitims who were cremated at the height of the crisis. 

(Photo by Josh Balser) 
 

 
Disco Hill staffers accompany 16 drums of ashes 

trasported in pick-up trucks to the site where they where 

laid to rest until a national memorial is constructed. 

(Photo by Alice Urban) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cutline. (Photo by X)  
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“This event is about sending out the message that although 

Ebola really ravaged the country, we also care. Cremation is 

not in our culture, and we learned a bitter lesson,” said Amos 

Gborie, deputy director of the Environmental Health 

Directorate at the Ministry of Health.  

Sixteen 55-gallon drums of ashes wrapped in white cloth and 

red ribbon were then transported to Disco Hill. As the convoy 

neared the site, leaders and Disco Hill staff slowed the 

vehicles and walked along the vehicles carrying the ashes to 

accompany them to their temporary resting place. More than 

250 traditional and religious leaders, choirs, cemetery staff, 

Ministry of Health representatives, family members and the 

general public then gathered for an interfaith prayer service. 

Global Communities Country Director Piet deVries 

addressed the crowd, noting that the country is beginning a 

new chapter as Ebola rates have reached zero and the country 

waits for the 42-day mark with no new cases to declare the 

epidemic over. “We want to thank you for coming here. We 

want to welcome you to this place where people can be buried 

with safety and dignity,” he said.  

In October, Global Communities rapidly rolled out a burial 

team model that reduced the frequency of untrained family- 

or funeral home-conducted burials as part of the USAID-

funded Assisting Liberians with Education to Reduce 

Transmission (ALERT) program. In December, the Disco 

Hill safe burial site opened about an hour outside Monrovia 

in Margibi County. The site, which was purchased by the 

Government of Liberia and was developed and managed by 

Global Communities, has provided safe and dignified burials 

for more than 550 deceased. Now, the site will also house the ashes of those who were cremated before Disco 

Hill made cremation unnecessary. “We want to inter the remains in a more respectful way. This is a form of 

healing,” said Gborie. “We hope that the relatives whose loved ones were cremated will have time on Decoration 

Day to mourn them.” 

A national holiday acknowledged every second Wednesday of March, Decoration Day honors the dead, and 

family members visit the graves of deceased loved ones to clean the space and lay wreaths and flowers. This year, 

the holiday fell a few days after the ash transfer.  

Friends, relatives, students and Liberian government and non-government organization officials visited Disco 

Hill on Decoration Day to lay wreaths at both graves and the cremation ash sanctuary.  

“We see Ebola as a real war,” said Boakai Dukuly, vice chair of the Liberian Independent National Commission 

on Human Rights, an organization tasked with promoting peace and reconciliation activities after the Liberian 

civil wars. The group sent a delegation to lay a wreath at the site of the ashes.  

“We see [those who died] as victims…and here families can come together to lay a wreath. It can never bring 

them back, but families can go to the site to see where their brother is buried,” Dukuly said. He added that families 

 
A religious leader prays for those who were cremated. 

(Photo by Alice Urban) 

 

 
A Disco Hill worker gently guides a vehicle transporting 

drums of ashes of Ebola victims to their temporary resting 

place. (Photo by Alice Urban) 
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of those who were cremated never will be able to visit a specific grave, but they can come to Disco Hill to visit 

where their ashes have been temporarily laid to rest. His brother was among them. 

An interfaith prayer service organized by the Government of Liberia took place earlier in the day in Monrovia, 

and a group of Ebola survivors, Ministry of Health and Education officials and students visited Disco Hill to also 

lay wreaths and pay their respects. 

“The enemy has been defeated,” said Dehwehn Omarley Yeabah, director of the Ministry of Health 

Environmental Health Directorate, referring to Ebola as he lay a wreath at the ashes repository. “We deposit this 

wreath in commemoration and remembrance of those who have passed,” he said. 
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ANNEX D: GUINEA AND LIBERIA PUBLICALLY DISCUSS THE IMPORTANCE OF 

BORDER SURVEILLANCE AND COORDINATION   

Cross-Border Meetings 

SANNIQUELLIE, LIBERIA – On March 24th 

Global Communities staff attended an historic 

bilateral meeting on cross-border surveillance in 

Lola, Guinea. This was the first of six such official 

bilateral gatherings between Nimba and Lola and the 

latest in a series of talks held between the two 

countries to strategize on how to best monitor 

borders and ensure Ebola does not cross unnoticed. 

Two similar meetings have been held in Lofa and 

one in Bong. The meeting in Lola represents a 

continuation of collaboration between both countries 

on cross-border surveillance and demonstrates that 

all three bordering counties of Liberia are now 

actively engaged with the Guinean government. 

Three talks will be held in each country and the next is planned for next week in Sanniquellie-Mah District, 

Liberia. 

Nimba-Lola Situation 

Last June, Nimba County reported its first Ebola case in Ganta City and has since reported 329 confirmed cases 

and 157 deaths in five of its six health districts. Sanniquellie-Mah, which shares a border with Guinea, was 

Nimba’s hardest hit district. The last confirmed case, which traveled from Guinea, died on December 25th and 

no cases have been reported since in Nimba. Lola Prefecture has reported 97 confirmed cases with 75 deaths to 

date, representing a 77.3% fatality rate.  

Nimba County has generally porous borders with nine official border crossings and 49 border communities, 21 

of them along the Guinean border. Communities on each side are closely related, both socially and economically 

and pass freely, underscoring the necessity of improved and well-coordinated border surveillance.  

First Bilateral Meeting in Lola 

The key representatives for the Liberian delegation included Nimba County Inspector, Reginald Mehn and Nimba 

County Superintendent, Fong Zuagele. Paramount Chief for Sanniquellie-Mah District, Alan Flomo and Chief 

Peter Barlon, Chairman of the Nimba Chapter of the Traditional Council also attended in addition to national 

police and NGO (Global Communities, LNRC, WHO, CHESS, IOM, DRC, UNMEER, CDC) representatives.  

Upon arrival at the border, the townspeople of Bossou welcomed the delegation with cheering, singing and 

dancing. The Governor of N’zerekore and the Prefect of Lola welcomed the delegation among the cheering crowd 

expressing excitement and gratitude for the visit. When Nimba Superintendent Zuagele addressed the crowd in 

the local language he said “We are the same people. We speak the same language. You are my brothers and I am 

your brother. I am humbled and grateful to be here today to work toward a collective solution to our situation.” 

While this one-day meeting is only the first step to solve this issue, it represents an important step for both 

countries.  

Hundreds welcome the Liberian delegation to Bossou, Guinea  
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“Thank you to the representatives for asking for this 

meeting. It shows how we can cooperate to fight Ebola. 

It shows how Liberia cares for Guinea and how Guinea 

cares for Liberia,” stated the Lola Prefect. He continued, 

“Both of our presidents know we need to fight together. 

The Superintendent of Nimba even addressed us in our 

local language at the border. We share the same 

interests, traditions, culture and love for one another. Let 

us gather today and talk about reality. Let’s talk about 

how to fight Ebola….Ebola is not just a health issue. It 

is a social and economic issue as well. We need to stay 

vigilant. We need to remain awake to ensure that Ebola 

is nothing more than a bad memory.” 

Nimba Superintendent Zuagele noted that his one-year 

tenure as Superintendent has been a challenging year as 

he was inaugurated just before the outbreak. He also 

expressed gratitude to local and international partners 

and the United States Government for standing with 

Liberia throughout its fight against Ebola. “We could 

not have made this progress without you,” he said. “We 

are also grateful to be received by the people and 

government of Guinea,” he continued. “As leaders we 

must exercise flexibility. This is an unusual enemy that 

requires an unusual strategies to defeat it. We must 

avoid unnecessary bureaucracy and take real action if 

we are to be successful….Ebola has no regard for 

international boundaries. We have boundaries but we 

are the same people. We must embrace this and fight 

this common enemy together.”   

Both delegations presented on their counties’ current epidemiological situations, challenges and 

recommendations. Coordination of interventions between NGOs that do similar work remains the biggest 

challenge according to Guinean officials while improved information sharing was identified as a barrier by both 

delegations. The Guinean delegation also noted that they lack access to resources that allow them to disinfect all 

houses affected by Ebola. 

The Liberian delegation suggested providing regular situation reports between counties and training the border 

communities, especially those affected by Ebola, in contact tracing and active case finding as a way of improving 

information sharing. Continued support for gCHVs, community mobilization with strong involvement of 

traditional leaders and CHTs as well as support for public health facilities on both sides were other 

recommendations by the Liberian delegation. “We have already been doing this in Grand Cape Mount with great 

success and can do it here as well,” noted C-Paul Yanzi, CHT Lead for Nimba. 

The Prefect of Lola welcomes the Liberian delegation 

The Nimba Superintendent addresses the crowd in the local language  
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Global Communities Cross-Border Support Efforts  

Currently Global Communities is rolling out a 

comprehensive cross-border response in Liberia’s five 

counties that border Sierra Leone and Guinea, 

supporting activities both at formal and informal border 

crossings. For formal crossings Global Communities is 

providing supplies and materials to assemble screening 

and triage stations, training human resources and staff 

at the stations as well as helping develop screening 

protocols and referral mechanisms for travelers 

showing symptoms. So far, Global Communities has 

provided such support for three official crossings in 

Nimba and six in Gbarpolu, five in Bong and nine in 

Lofa.     

In addition to WASH and preventative activities in border 

communities Global Communities promotes increased 

vigilance by working with the CHTs and gCHVs to 

implement Community Event-Based Surveillance 

(CEBS).CEBS is an approach to strengthen monitoring 

and surveillance at informal crossings, adapted from 

Sierra Leone and put into the Liberian context by CDC 

and IMS. Global Communities is in the process of holding 

orientations and trainings on CEBS in the five counties 

that border Sierra Leone and Guinea. CEBS focuses on 

using existing structures and working with community 

leadership, including traditional leaders, to empower all 

members of a community to observe and report any 

“trigger events” that suggest they may be at risk for Ebola. 

This approach of supporting both formal and informal 

crossings is something that can hopefully be shared during 

the next five meetings and implemented on the Guinean side following 

meetings.   

Next Steps 

Guinean and Liberian officials agreed that three general 

recommendations will be critical for success in this final period of the 

epidemic: 1) Reinforcing the community approach to prevention, 

surveillance and education on Ebola; 2) Holding regular cross-border 

meetings with health, political and security officials as well as 

traditional leaders and NGOs and; 3) Continuing work to dismantle 

false rumors and misconceptions about the virus.  “There were many 

rumors at the onset of the outbreak. Had the County not stepped in to 

dispel them, we would still be in the middle of the outbreak,” noted 

Dr. Esther Muwanduza from WHO.  

Dr. Esther Muwanduza, WHO, presents on Nimba’s current border 

surveillance structure 

The Nimba County Inspector is honored by the Guinean delegation and 

dressed in traditional clothing as a show of goodwill  

CEBS Trigger Events: 

1. Multiple family/household members have 

fever or die within seven days of each other. 

2. Anyone has fever or dies within three weeks 

of participating in an unsafe burial. 

3. Any healthcare worker/healer has fever or 

dies of an unknown cause. 

4. A traveler returning to or leaving village has 

fever or dies. 

5. Any contact of a suspected EVD case gets 

fever or dies. 

6. Any unsafe burial/washing of dead body took 

place in village or surrounding village 
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While this meeting did not touch on many of the technical details or action plans to enhance border monitoring 

and surveillance, it shows that both countries are willing to talk seriously and engage in productive dialogue about 

the issue. The meeting ended on an encouraging note.  

“We must continue to focus on how to end Ebola together and 

how we can live together after Ebola. There will be many 

more meetings between our countries,” said the Governor of 

N’zerekore. 

Nimba Inspector Mehn responded: “It has been a memorable 

experience since we arrived at the border today. We look 

forward to returning the same warmth and kindness that the 

Guinean people have shown us when you come to our 

country. I look very much forward to our continued 

cooperation long into the future. 
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ANNEX E: DEAD BODY MANAGEMENT DATA IN QUARTER 1 

Figure C.1: Total burials by week for Montserrado County2 

 

 
Weekly burials in Montserrado County remained relatively even during this quarter reaching a peak of 90 bodies in early January and a low of 39 in 

late February-early March. Burials in Montserrado have increased significantly since December with the expansion of Disco Hill and families and 

traditional leaders becoming more comfortable with the safe burial site. Global Communities no longer includes IFRC-conducted burials in its data. 

All Montserrado burials this quarter were conducted at Disco Hill.  

                                                 
2 Includes last month of Q4 for comparative reference. 
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Figure C.2: Percent of Burials by Response Time for Montserrado County (Q1 data only) 

 

 

Overall response time continued to steadily improve throughout the quarter due to improved communication with communities and health facilities to 

pick up bodies. Toward the end of the quarter nearly 100% of all burials were being conducted within one day of death. 
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Figure C.3: Number of burials by sex for Montserrado County (including last month of Q4) 

 

 
 

Death rates were consistently higher for men than women and both fluctuated at roughly the same rate. The spikes for unknowns in the second week 

of January and elsewhere are attributable to infants buried with no gender reported.     
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Figure C.4: Total burials by week for non-Montserrado counties (including Q4) 

 

Overall burials remained relatively constant from the last quarter, however, Global Communities continued to add more county coverage and 

improve reporting throughout the period. Most notably, safe burials continued to take place, even in counties where Ebola cases dropped to zero so 

not all burial increases reflect an increase in deaths due to Ebola. This is a positive indication that families are becoming increasingly accepting of the 

safe burial policy and are releasing the deceased to burial teams. Weekly burials this quarter peaked at 91 in early March and reached a low of 53 

later in the month.   
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Figure C.5: County break down, percent of burials by response time for non-Montserrado counties3 

 

 

                                                 
3 Q1 Data only  
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Figure C.6: Number of burials by sex for non-Montserrado counties  
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Figure C.6: Burial breakdown for Disco Hill Safe Burial Site 

 

Date 
# 

Buried 

By Religion By Sex By Point of Origin 

Christian Muslim Female Male Unrep. ETU Community Hospital 

Quarter 1 

(Jan. 1 – Mar. 31, 2015) 691 569 122 256 389 46 80 331 280 

Percent 100 82 18 37 56 7 12 48 40 

 

Date 
# 

Buried 

By Religion By Sex By Point of Origin 

Christian Muslim Female Male Unrep. ETU Community Hospital 

LOP 756 615 141 276 434 46 112 358 286 

Percent 100 81 19 37 57 6 15 47 38 
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ANNEX F: PROGRAM RESULTS AGAINST INDICATORS 

Indicator Base-

line 
Target 

Quarter 1 Progress 

Cumulative 

Progress 

Community Health Education/Behavior Change 

Number of CHWs trained and supported (total and per 

10,000 population within project area), by sex.4  

n/a n/a 

Male 5,165 13,896 

Female 2,166 5,128 

Unreported 0 2,992 

Total 7,281 21,966 

Per 10K 41.6 125.6 

Number and percentage of CHWs specifically engaged 

in public health surveillance5 
n/a n/a 7,156 

20,720     

(94.3 %) 

Number and percentage of community members 

utilizing target health education message practices6 
0 

2400, 

85% 
6,552.9 (90%) 

19,769.4 

(90%) 

Number of CHWs in Bong specifically engaged in 

contact tracing activities 
10 20 467 62 

Number and percentage of County-level Traditional 

Leaders publicly committed to Ebola prevention 

activities 

n/a n/a 30, 100%8 30, 100% 

Number and percentage of District-level Traditional 

Leaders participating in outreach and behavior change 

messaging 

n/a n/a 178, 100%9 178, 100% 

Number of District-level meetings hosted by District-

level Traditional Leaders with GC oversight 
n/a n/a 89 94 

Community Health Education/Behavior Change (Safe Burial Site) 

Number of public consultation campaigns completed 

for Montserrado Safe Burial Site development 
n/a n/a 010 12 

Number of outreach sessions completed for 

Montserrado Safe Burial Site development 
n/a n/a 2 12 

Number of safe burials completed in the safe burial 

area 
n/a n/a 691 756 

                                                 
4 To calculate population, Global Communities used district-level census data to calculate “project area” population as total residents of counties 

where activities were conducted. The number of CHWs per 10,000 by community, were census data available, would likely be even higher. 
CHWs included trained social mobilizers (including traditional leaders), CMDS participants, contact tracers, ambulance team members, active 

case searchers, and trained burial team and disinfectant team members.  
5 Those included above, less burial and disinfection team members.  
6 This indicator was estimated by field staff actively monitoring and engaging with communities. Additionally, the M&E staff gave a short survey 

to a small sample size of 150 community members in different counties and the results showed that 96% of community members are utilizing 

target health education message practices. Anecdotal evidence and reveals high rates of safe health practices, and the decline in case prevalence 
over this period also supports this assertion. We believe 90% to be a conservative estimate. 
7 Global Communities directly supported the same 46 contact tracing supervisors from last quarter in Bong County who oversaw 150 contact tracers. 

Therefore, the cumulative number remains 62. These contact tracers were supported by WHO and Save the Children. Additionally, Global 
Communities supported the same 135 contact tracers in Gbarpolu, and the same 90 contact tracers in Margibi. Global Communities also supported 

267 new contact tracers in Grand Cape Mount this quarter. 
8 This number includes two county-level Traditional Chairs (one male and one female) from each county. Global Communities has engaged all 30 

leaders at the county level and all are publically committed to Ebola prevention activities.  
9 This number includes two district-level traditional leaders (one male and one female) from each district. Global Communities has engaged them 

and all are participating in outreach and behavior change messaging.  
10 By January 1st, 2015, Disco Hill had already been completed and there were no more public consultation campaigns carried out.  
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Indicator Base-

line 
Target 

Quarter 1 Progress 

Cumulative 

Progress 

Number of families reporting satisfaction with public 

burial area11 
n/a n/a 197 262 

Number of laborers employed through short-term cash 

for work activities12  
n/a n/a 218 218 

Community Health Education/Behavior Change (Cross-border) 

Number of community clusters establishing active 

border and health surveillance system 
0 3413 1914 19 

Number of operational formal or informal border 

crossing points with active Ebola surveillance 

activities 

n/a n/a 8 8 

Number of general Community Health Volunteers 

(gCHVs) active in hygiene promotion and health 

monitoring for border surveillance 

n/a n/a 100 100 

Number of Environmental Health Technicians (EHTs) 

active in hygiene promotion and health monitoring for 

border surveillance 

n/a n/a 17 17 

Number of Ebola cases reported during the last three 

months of the program in Liberian border clusters 
n/a n/a 0 0 

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 

Number of people receiving direct hygiene promotion 

(excluding mass media campaigns and without double-

counting) 

n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Number of household hand-washing stations installed 

in CLTS communities 
n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Number of people directly benefitting from the 

sanitation infrastructure program 
n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Number of latrines installed in CLTS communities n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Number and percentage of all border-targeted 

communities triggered in CLTS 
0 175 n/a n/a 

Number of Natural Leaders trained and active in 

border communities 
0 350 n/a n/a 

Number and percent of triggered communities verified 

open defecation-free (ODF) 
0 

122/ 

70% 
n/a n/a 

Communicable Disease  

Number of Global Communities-supported burial 

teams that are active and operational 
0 47 57 (+20 disinfection) 

57 (+20 dis-

infection)15 

                                                 
11 This quarter, 197 families were present for burials of loved ones. None reported any negative issues with the burial site itself and all were visibly 

satisfied with services. 
12 Comprised of Disco Hill construction workers, grave diggers and maintenance workers. Disco Hill short-term staff fluctuates to accommodate 

need so this is a peak number from the quarter. The cumulative number is also adjusted to reflect this peak. 
13 Global Communities has divided border communities into clusters for monitoring and evaluation purposes and aims to establish surveillance and 

health systems in 34 clusters broken down as follows: 4 in Bong, 21 in Lofa, 3 in Gbarpolu, 4 in Grand Cape Mount and 2 in Nimba 
14 Established surveillance and health systems in 19 clusters as follows: 4 in Bong, 13 in Lofa and 2 in Nimba 
15 58 burial teams and 43 disinfection teams were active at the end of the last reporting period. Toward the end of Q1, Global Communities began 

phasing out burial and disinfection teams as need has decreased, bringing the cumulative number as well as the quarter-specific numbers to 57 and 

20, respectively. It should be noted, however, that burial and disinfection team presence reach peak totals of 65 and 55, respectively this reporting 
period. 
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Indicator Base-

line 
Target 

Quarter 1 Progress 

Cumulative 

Progress 

Number of bodies collected and buried by burial teams 

(disaggregated by sex); disaggregated by location16  

0 100 

County/ 

Team 
M F T M F T 

Bomi 56 52 108 
15

1 

13

4 
285 

Bong 85 56 141 
22

9 

16

0 
389 

Gbarpolu 34 22 56 54 34 88 

G. Bassa 8 14 22 65 50 115 

GCM 
12

0 
59 179 21

1 

14

8 
359 

G. Gedeh 0 0 0 6 3 9 

G. Kru 3 4 7 19 13 32 

Lofa 44 41 85 
13

2 

11

0 
242 

Margibi 82 68 150 
25

7 

22

5 
482 

Maryland 5 9 14 15 13 28 

Mont-

serrado 

M: 389, F: 256, 

Unknown: 46       

Total: 691 

M: 797, F: 602, 

Unknown: 87         

Total: 1486 

Nimba 31 35 66 10

6 
88 194 

Rivercess 11 6 17 21 16 37 

Riv. Gee 11 13 24 28 34 62 

Sinoe 10 7 17 32 27 59 

Total 

 

88

9 

 

64

2 

157

7 

21

23 

16

57 

386

7 

Unknown: 46 Unknown: 87 

Average percentage of total burials completed with a 

24 hour county-wide response time for burial teams17  
65% 90% 94.61% 

92.86%          
(including 

unknown)    

Medical Commodities 

Number of supplies distributed by type (e.g., 

ambulances and vehicle equipment) 
n/a n/a 

Ambulances 

(vehicles) 4 25 

Aprons 

(disposable) 
4,406 7,103 

                                                 
16 After close data analysis with USAID’s RIG, it was discovered that Global Communities-supported burials were previously over reported from 

July – December 2014. Due to data collection issues and duplication, county burials were over reported as follows: Bomi 25, Bong 5, Grand Bassa 

36, Grand Cape Mount 6, Grand Gedeh 1, Lofa 1, Margibi 11, Nimba 4 and Sinoe 1. Burials for Gbarpolu were underreported by 4. Burials for 
Montserrado were over reported by 2,149 as this number previously included all IFRC burials from July-December 2014. Global Communities has 

adjusted the number for burials supported in Montserrado prior to January 2015 to include the following: IFRC burials (646) conducted only during 

October 2014 while they were supplied with vehicles and fuel by Global Communities; all 84 Global Communities burials conducted in 
Montserrado County during November and December 2014; all 65 burials at Disco Hill during the month of December 2014. Montserrado burials 

for the current reporting period only include the 691 burials at Disco Hill. All data in the indicator table’s cumulative progress column has been 

adjusted to reflect these changes.  
17 This indicator only measures response times for burial pickups by Global Communities outside of Montserrado County.  
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Indicator Base-

line 
Target 

Quarter 1 Progress 

Cumulative 

Progress 

Aprons 

(reusable) 
1,538 2,614 

Bio-waste 

plastic 

(packages)  

1,069 1,163 

Body bags 

(large) 
654 2,116 

Body bags 

(small) 
50 210 

Buckets          

(w/ faucet) 
269 386 

Buckets        

(w/o faucet) 
102 206 

Chlorax 

(475ml) 
136 162 

Chlorine (1 kg) 1,145 2,860 

Face shields 80 906 

Gloves (heavy 

duty pairs) 
3,257 4,415 

Gloves 

(surgical pairs) 
24,198 51,659 

Goggles 1,380 2,658 

Gum boots 

(pairs) 
509 966 

Nose masks 8,932 22,412 

PPE 6,591 12,653 

Roller tape 

(pieces) 
284 535 

Sprayers 

(backpack) 
133 339 

Sprayers 

(handheld) 
95 125 

Stretchers 2 9 

ThermoFlash 700 1,269 

Number of people trained, disaggregated by sex, in the 

use and proper disposal of medical equipment and 

consumables (ambulances and vehicle equipment)18 n/a n/a 

Male 114 726 

Female 23 61 

Total 137 650 

Number of individuals transported to health facilities 

by ambulance team19 n/a n/a 173 787 

                                                 
18 This counts individuals trained this quarter who are on burial, disinfection and ambulance teams. 
19 As reported by ambulance operators, we believe this number to be underreported.  
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ANNEX G: A YEAR OF RESPONSE: LIBERIA COUNTRY DIRECTOR PIET 

DEVRIES REFLECTS ON GLOBAL COMMUNITIES’ FIGHT AGAINST 

EBOLA 

Monrovia, Liberia – For Global 

Communities Liberia Country Director Piet 

deVries, two factors necessary for an 

effective Ebola response are a commitment 

to “solving the problem now” and an “an 

appreciation for all of the wisdom of the 

people around you.” 

One year ago this month, Global 

Communities launched its response to the 

Ebola epidemic in Liberia. In that year, the 

team efficiently solved problems ranging 

from the development of an alternative to 

the country’s controversial Ebola victim 

cremation policy to effectively containing 

an Ebola outbreak among gang members in 

Montserrado County.  

“In a response like this, you have to constantly reevaluate the program to make sure that it is 

addressing the need,” said deVries in a recent conversation at his office here. He has been Global 

Communities’ Liberia country director since 2013 and previously managed emergency responses 

and development programs in some eight countries including Kenya, Indonesia and Pakistan for 

multiple international organizations. 

No stranger to addressing dire and basic human needs, deVries, 57, developed health and education 

services in Thailand, oversaw water, sanitation and hygiene provision in Pakistan and managed 

infrastructure development in Kosovo. But, he said, responding to Liberia’s Ebola epidemic has 

been his biggest professional challenge yet.  

The Ebola response – which began with chlorine and hygiene material supply in Lofa County, 

where the virus first crossed the Liberian border from Guinea – has evolved from an offshoot of 

Global Communities’ Improved Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (IWASH) program into the Ebola-

specific Assisting Liberians with Education to Reduce Transmission (ALERT) program, both 

funded by USAID.  

Initially a modest $760,000 social mobilization program in three counties, ALERT expanded to a 

$20.8 million nationwide response as cases skyrocketed and Global Communities demonstrated 

capacity to take on more responsibility. 

“When we got up to Lofa last March, the local health official told us to go to Foya – on the border 

– to see what they needed,” recalled deVries, who is originally from Aptos, Calif. “At that point, 

it was just scary. There were new cases, but we didn’t know how many or exactly where they were 

coming from. And we had never seen Ebola here before. It was a little spooky.”  

 
Global Communities Liberia Country Director Piet 

deVries, 57, has managed relief and development 

programs in eight countries. He has implemented health 

programming in Liberia since 2013.  
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He explained that Global Communities continued to work with local IWASH contacts to conduct 

social mobilization and to train community health workers. “Cases dropped in May and June, and 

we shifted back to more general hygiene programming,” he said. “But in July, things really took 

off.” 

With cases increasing again, the Liberian Ministry of Health requested that Global Communities 

launch programming to combat Ebola denial and educate communities and local health workers 

on preventative measures.  

“Our first trainings were to convince people that Ebola was real and not a plot of the government,” 

said deVries. “We worked closely with traditional leadership on how they could own the 

response.” He explained that Global Communities’ community meeting and dialogue session 

model encouraged communities to self-identify problems and solutions.   

ALERT expanded again when cases were at their peak in August and September, and Global 

Communities added safe and dignified burial team management to its list of activities. By October, 

ALERT mobilized more than 50 safe burial teams across Liberia’s 15 counties. 

“Unfortunately, there were a lot of dead bodies around that were being buried by families,” said 

deVries. “And we know that a major route of Ebola transmission takes place when people handle 

bodies.” 

To ensure that trained burial teams were able to access remote communities, the ALERT team 

needed to adjust to difficult terrain. “We had teams walking overnight to reach communities at the 

peak of rainy season. We set up a canoe team to reach communities not accessible by land. We 

had to constantly adjust and adapt,” said deVries. But as cases were declining overall, their 

geographic spread increased.  

“All along the way, we followed the disease where it spread,” said deVries. “We went into remote 

communities with our ambulance teams and got sick people out to treatment and identified and 

isolated their contacts.” The Global Communities response also included contact tracing – 

monitoring of those who came in contact with possible Ebola victims – and active case search to 

find unreported suspected cases. 

Hunting down Ebola across the country for 12 months is exhausting. The ALERT team 

consistently works six to seven days a week and typically more than 10 hours a day. For deVries, 

essential ingredients to being able to keep pace is green tea and exercise. It’s not uncommon for 

him to catch an early-morning squash game at Monrovia’s squash club.  

“So much of it is mental,” he said. “You’ve got to like what you do. And I like doing relief work. 

The immediate need of relief and meeting that need is incredibly gratifying…I love the 

camaraderie of people who are working on a cause they’re committed to.”  

But, he noted, the hardest part of such work has been being separated from his two grown children 

and wife, Stefanie, who was evacuated from Liberia for several months when the epidemic was at 

its peak. “In a relief environment, all the people around you are work people,” he said. “You’re on 

100 percent of the time.” 

With a bachelor’s degree in economics from the University of California at San Diego, deVries 

began his career working in business in Silicon Valley. His private sector work brought him to 

Southeast Asia, and he became interested in international work.  
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“I really wanted to get into more international stuff, but I wanted to do it in a more altruistic way,” 

he said. He earned a master’s degree in international development technologies at Humboldt State 

University in Arcata, Calif., and in 1992 and started working in Thailand as an environmental 

engineer.  

For the next 23 years, he lived in the United States and abroad working for both international 

nonprofits and private-sector companies. He joined Global Communities, then CHF International, 

in 2010 as a program manager in Pakistan and later became chief of party for a USAID-funded 

infrastructure program in Kosovo. 

When asked what he thinks is ALERT’s biggest success, deVries paused. “Everyone would say 

safe burials. That’s what we’re known for,” he said. “For me, I think that our social mobilization 

strategy that targeted community leadership and empowered them to become advocates of Ebola 

response within their own community – to own the response at the community level – that was 

huge.” 

He added that Disco Hill was another big success, referring to the safe burial site purchased by the 

Government of Liberia and developed and operated by Global Communities. Located about an 

hour outside of Monrovia, the opening of the 

site in late December offered a safe alternative 

to the government’s unpopular cremation 

mandate.  

“It’s hard to grasp how much cremation 

undermined people’s willingness to go to 

Ebola Treatment Units and let their dead be 

released to burial teams,” deVries explained. 

These two things are essential to reduce Ebola 

transmission. People would be taken to the 

crematorium and their families would have no 

place to mourn them. With the Disco Hill site, 

families will be able to visit the graves of their 

loved ones.  

DeVries believes that Global Communities was well poised to conduct an effective response 

because of the organization’s established trust and connections in the communities where it 

worked.  

 “We were technically in a good position, and our relationships with the county health teams, 

traditional leadership and the communities were very well-established through our IWASH 

program,” he said. “We also had very good relationships with the preventative arm of the Ministry 

of Health and had people on our team who knew how to work effectively with these actors to 

encourage behavior change, which is the essence of what was required for effective Ebola 

response.” 

With the last known Ebola patient in Liberia released from treatment March 5, the team continues 

to push hard to ensure that the virus is eradicated from Liberia. “Now the countdown starts to see 

if we can go 42 days without a case,” said deVries. 

In a new year of response, Global Communities will maintain current activities as needed and add 

focus to border surveillance and coordination to reduce the risk of cross-border re-infection from 

 
DeVries discusses activities at Disco Hill with Liberia 

Ministry of Health representative Saah N’Tow.   
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Sierra Leone and Guinea. The team will also promote community-based hygiene and sanitation 

improvements to help combat broader disease transmission. 

For deVries personally, he will soon be based in the United States for the first time in nearly ten 

years. “The plan was always to come back to the United States when IWASH closed down in early 

2015,” he said. With a daughter preparing to enter medical school and his son finishing university 

in Japan, he is excited to be able to spend time with his family more easily.  

But, he will continue to support Global Communities’ water, sanitation and hygiene programming 

– including new sanitation-focused programming in Liberia – as the DC-area nonprofit’s senior 

WASH advisor. 

“WASH access is a critical and immediate global problem,” he said. “So I look forward to 

continuing to tackling this issue in all the places where Global Communities is doing WASH work, 

and I’m excited to continue to engage with the Liberia team as they start a new chapter of Ebola 

response.” 

 


